X-ray scattering study of the shape of the DNA region in nucleosome core particle with synchrotron radiation.
The structure of the DNA region in rat thymus nucleosome core particle has been studied by synchrotron X-ray scattering analysis and the contrast-variation technique has been applied to determine the contribution of the DNA to the total scatterings. Small-angle contrast-matching measurements show that the entire core particle and isolated histone octamers are contrast-matched by solvents containing 64 and 54% (w/w) sucrose, respectively. At a contrast of 54% sucrose, where the scattering of the DNA dominates, the scattering data extending to higher angle of about 0.05 A-1 have been collected from relatively concentrated solutions (10 mg/ml) of core particles and interpreted on the basis of the regular helical model for the DNA region. The model calculations show that the shape of the DNA around the histone core is approximately by 1.8 turns of regular helix of 42 A radius and 28 A pitch. These values for helical parameters of our model are in good agreement with those of the structure of DNA in crystallized nucleosome cores shown by earlier diffraction studies.